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ENGLISH
Summer vacations are eagerly awaited. These days can enrich our lives and

give us plenty of memories. It is the best time for acquiring many new skills

and learning good habits. By the end of the vacation we can expect you to

bloom into a Knowledgeable, Caring and Reflective learner! Be a

cooperative, independent and responsible child during your vacation

1- HONEYDEW– Read Poem-GEOGRAPHY LESSON learn and write

it and find out the logic behind the poem. Write a note how can we save our

natural resources. And how can we make Earth a beautiful place to live in.

Make a poster to save our natural resources on Earth.

2-NCERT ENGLISH PRACTICE BOOK –Worksheet- 2 and 5

3-ENGLISH GRAMMAR BOOK- Do page no.28, 30, 32, 84, 85,

87,165,166, 167,194. 2



4- SUPPLEMENTARY READER- Read Ch-1 How the Camel got his hump

and write the interesting facts about the camel. (Words for your help-found

in desert, hump on his back, eating grass, carrot, dried leaves and thorny

twigs, travel up to 100 desert miles without water, smarter than horses,

domestic animal, can be taught, sometimes stubborn, stores fat in hump.)
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HINDI
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MATHEMATICS
A. Learn & write square’s and cubes of numbers from 1 to 30.

B. Solve the following questions:
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SCIENCE
1. Grow a plant in a pot or in your garden and collect the following information:-

(a). Agricultural implements used

(b). Types of vegetation

(c). Types of soil

(d). Methods of irrigation used

(e). Samples of manures / fertilizers

2. To increase your awareness about the ill effects of COVID-19, do the

following research work using the e-newspaper, internet, magazines

considering the following points:-

(a). Why is COVID-19 called as pandemic?

(b). The name of the virus responsible for this disease.

(c). What can you do to have a good mental and physical health during this

tough time?

3. Complete Page no. (144 - 150) in your Practice Book Chapter- 11. Force and

Pressure.
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SOCIAL SCIENCE
1. Map- Mirror

Fill  chapters Ch- 01-10 in map-mirror

2.Practice-Book

Do the following pages in your practice Book-

Pages-91-97, 98-102 and 143-148

Do  pages 6,21,36,37,47in the  geography book-
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COMPUTER SCIENCE
A. Fill in the blanks

1. When a number of computers are interconnected, it is called a ________.

2. Each computer in a network is called a ____________.

3. Networking started evolving in ____________ by the development of the first 

network ___________.

4. __________is a device which divides a network into different subnetworks 

called ______________.

5. ___________is a connection created for an individual person.

B. State whether the following statements are True or False.

1. Networking helps to share the resources in communication.

2. A network card is also called LAN card or Ethernet card.

3. Computers network that spreads over a localised area like an office is known 

as WAN.

4. Wi-Fi refers to wired fidelity.

5. Computers which request services like data retrieval and storage from the 

server are called servers.
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C. Match the columns.

Column A Column B

Star Topology (a)

Bus Topology (b)

Ring Topology (c)

Tree Topology (d)

Mesh Topology (e)

D. Explain the following.

1. Client-Server Network, 2. Peer-to-Peer Network, 
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